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I BEHABKS OK THE DEFIMITIOS OF AREA 

Z.l We may assume that before 1888 at least the area of 

a surface was generally believed to be the limit of the areas 

of Inscribed polyhedra. Consequently the following example 

of Schwarz given in a letter to Genocchi and first published 

in 1888 may be counted as the beginning, properly speaking, 

of the theory of area of durfaees. 

1.8 Let C be a right circular cylinder of radius 1 and 

height 1. A set of planes parallel to the bases and at a 

distance 1/n apart cuts out a system of circles —fin, 

Each circle is divided into m equal ards in such a way that 

the end points of the ards on lie on the same vert¬ 

ical generators and those of f*, --- lie on generators half¬ 

way between those of the first set. A polyhedron P is now 

inscribed so that the base of a triangular face lies in the 

plane of a circle while the vertex lies on the next circle 

above or below, all vertices being on the points of division 

of the circles. The area of the Inscribed polyhedron is then 

A(P) = Smn sin tr/m j l/n^-t- <1 - cos 

5r8mn sin 7r/m j l/rf + 4 sin ^8m \ . 

It is easily seen that if n*m, lim A(P) = BIT , but that if 
3 fh-9** 

n * m , lim A(P) 

1.3 We note that here A(P) and as a result the 

^"This""'example'"has been "generalized' by K.Popof f rLBY"to 
surfaces of revolution and to surfaces of the form z* F(x,y), 
having continuous partial derivatives. He concludes from 
this that the area should be taken as the lower limit of 
the areas of inscribed polyhedra. 
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least value for JLim A(P) for any given dependence of n on m 

is 21T. This may have indicated that the area should be de¬ 

fined as the least number attainable as the limit of the 

areas of inscribed polyhedra. But at that time the Lebesgue 

integral was not available and the class of surfaces treated 

still consisted chiefly of those with continuously varying 

tangent planes. 

1.4 In 1890 Peano gave another definition of area. The 

following remarks are taken from W.H. Youngf/7U|j[ 

w Peano remarks that given a skew curve f% we can, at 

least in simple cases, find a plane curve G, whose projection 

on each coordinate plane has the same area as that of the 

skew curve. If then the given surface he supposed capable 

of division into portions by means of such closed contours 

f*, the area of the surface may be defined as the sum of the 

areas of the corresponding C's, and in Peano's statement is 

the upper limit of this sum. *••, it is not known under 

what conditions it is applicable, nor, I believe has it been 

shown that, even when valid, it leads to the desired formula13. 

1.5 In 1901, Minkowski //•/» taking the idea of volume to be 

more elementary than that of length and area, gave the follow¬ 

ing related definitions of length af a curve and area of a 

surface. 

n Bet G be a curve. At each point of G as a center one 

constructs a sphere with a radius r, r less than a fixed 

positive number. The set of all such points of this space 
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which are interior to or on the boundary of at least one of 

the spheres, defines a domain of distance 6 r from the curve 

G. If V(r) is the volume of this region ( incase it has a 

definite volume), one introduces the lim V<r)/Trr*'< in case 

this limit exists) as the length of the curve. 

Let F baaa surface. One constructs in a corresponding 

manner a domain of distance i r froi F. If . V(r.) is the vol¬ 

ume of the region, one introduces the area of the surface as 

the lim V(r)/8r { assuming that the volume V.(r), as well as 

the limit, exists).” He points out that the length of a 

straight line and the area of a plane triangle according to 

this definition coincides with the accepted value. W.H. foung 

JtL7^however, makes the comment, ” I have shown that even a 

countably infinite set of points can be constructed to have 

a positive length and even an Infinite length, with Minkowski's 

definition. 

1.6 H. LebesguelsJ in 1902 commented critically on the def¬ 

initions of Peano and Minkowski and another definition due 

to iiermite. He then clearly stated the problem of area for 

surfaces as follows. 

To associate with each surface a positive number, finite 

or infinite, to be called the area and satisfy the following 

conditions: 

(i) It must exist for plane surfaces of finite area, 

(ii) Iwof!equalf! surfaces are to hsve the same area, 

i I have been^anable to find"these examples. 
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(iii) The area of a sum of surfaces is to be the sum 

of the areas of the composing surfaces, 

(iv) The area of a surface S is to be the gib lim A(Pn), 
P 

where A(Pn) is the area of a polyhedron Pn having S as a limit 

and the greatest lower bound is to be taken with respect to 

all sequences ^Pn\of polyhedra tending^to the surface. 

1.7 A^continuous surface z - Pn(x,y) is called a polyhedron 

if the interval of definition I0*£a,b;e,dj can be subdivided 

into a finite number of non-overlapping triangles 

i * 1, n/such that P(x,y) is linear on each triangle, i.e. 

P(x,y)s a^+^yfCj for (x,y) e-T^, where a^, b^, c.^ are 

constants. By Afp^)we mean the number 

c=/ I* 

1.8 This definition of area given in I. 6(iv) above was 

later modified by Fr^chet from topological considerations of 

the problem of representation and has at present several 

different forms due to the interpretations of surf ace, con¬ 

vergence, polyhedron, etc. Huskey £8 (3)1 has shown that the 

various definitions of polyhedron lead to the same result as 

far as the Lebesgue definition is concerned. In Sections II, 

III and I? we shall be concerned only with the definitions 

I.6(iv) and 1.7. 

1.9 There have of course teen many definitions since that 

of Lebesgue all of which coincide with respect to elememtary 

surfaces but which differ in their analytic properties of in 



the class of surfaces to which they apply. Probably the most 

important of these are due to Z. de Geoese, including a mod¬ 

ification of that of Peano, and to I. H. Young £17(1)3and S. 

Banach il7» Since it is not practical to discuss all of these 

we shall confine ourselves to a short discussion of the pro¬ 

posal of S, Banach in the hope that this will give some idea 

of the attempts to find a suitable definition for surface area 

in the gereral case of parametric representation. 

1.10 “If EO-[0,1;0,I3 and E is a set contained in E0.we 

designate by the set of points in the x,y plane into 

which S is transformed by 

(1) x = f <u,v}^ y ~ f(u,v), 

“Definition 1; ?We say, that the transformation (1) is 

of bounded variation if these exists a number M >0 such that 

for each sequence of finite or infinite non-overlapping squares 

(i 1,2, * * •'■) contained in E0 

ZIKJ i. r 
“ It follows from the definition that E^,***»Ea 

being a finite sequence of closed non-overlapping sets and (1) 

being of bounded variation, that 

" It is easily shown that the set of all lines which 

are transformed into a set of positive measure (in the x,y 

plane) is at most denumerable. Designate this set by D. 
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M Consider now a new set of variables u*,v* with 

axes parallel to the u and v axes such that the lines u* =• 

i/2^, v3«i/2^ (i,&s-Q,l,2, •••} do not belong to the set D. 
|p 

Let k be any positive interger. The lines u9-=i/2 , v* = i/2 

(1 - 0,1,2, * • • ) divide the plane into squares. Let K^K2, * * * * 

be the squares wholly or partly contained in EQ. Put 

* ■ £ '*y 
n It is &lear that ¥%. +1 and M* Thus lia 

is finite. 

^Definition 2; The transformation (1) being of bounded 

variation, we call 11m the total variation of the trans- 

fromation. 

n Consider a protlon of a surface in 3 dimensional 

space ( a blunique and continuous image of a square) defined 

by the continuous functions 

Xr£<U,V) 

2) y s^(u,v) 

z = ^(u,v) 

06 U 61 

Q ^v — 1 p 

Satisfying the condition that the equalities f(u5,v5)-t(us1 ,^9’)» 

. ^<u*pV*) =- V<u.< »,▼*') imply the 

equalities «*■= »* *, v*=v*‘. 

"We. define a function of sets F^(E) as follows, 

is a set measurable <B), put 

F^(E) -j [%y/ + 1 Exzl +■ lsyzl f 

where E^ corresponds to the transformation defined by 

If I 
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x =f<u,v), y (u,v), E to that defined by x = f (u,v), 

z - /tu,v) and EZy to that defined by z = y-{u,v), y = <p(u,v). 

■if
 If F^(E) is bounded variation, we understand by the 

area of a portion of a surface S, the total variation of F^(E) 

defined in a manner similar to the total variation of the 

transformation^) above5 

Let B^yCs.ttS) be the number of points in which the line 

x =s» y = t cuts the surface S and similarly define Bjs;2(s,t,S) 

and ly2(s,t,S), 

Banach proves the following Theorems. 

Theoreml: A necessary and sufficient condition that a 

portion of a surface S determined by the formulas (2) have a 

finite area is that the three correspondences 
x *f x sf y = <p 

be of bounded variation. 
y , z z -f 

Theorem 2* A necessary and sufficient condition that 

a portion of a surface S determined by the formulas (S) have a 

finite area is that the functions B^yCSjt.S), Kxz(stt,S) and 

%z (s,t,S) be integrable in the sense of Lebesgue. 

1,11 Begarding the relations between the various definitions 

referred to above, Geocze showed in 1916-17 that where the 

surface is represented parametrically by functions satisfying 

a uniform Llpsehitz condition, the Lebesgue, Geocze and Peano- 

Geocze areas are the same and given by the classical formula 
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Tone111 in 1926 deined functions of bounded variation 

and functions absolutely continuous of two variables and gave 

the theorem to \?hich Section III is devoted: A necessary and 

sufficient condition that a surface z = F(x,y) have Lebesgue area 

given by ,, 

is that F(x,y} be,absolutely continuous in the sense of Tone111. 

Saks in 1927 showed that for surfaces z = F(x,y),’the 

Lebesgue area and Banach areas are the same and in 1933 gave an 

example of a surface z-F(x»y) having a tangent plane at no 

point with F(xsy) absolutely continuous in the sense of Tone111. 

Also in 1927, Bade showed that the Gebcze and Lebesgue areas 

coincide for surfaces z = P(x,y). Young’s definition was meant 

for the papassetric case and applies to a general class of 

surfaces for which the area is given by the classic formula 1.11(1 

1,12. Going back to 1914, Caratheodory deined p*» dimensional 

measure in q-dimensional space and showed that the length of a 
» • ■ : ! J 

rectifiable curve coincides with its one~dimensional measure. 

It would seem that there should have been some development of the 

theory of area of surfaces along the lines of a surface measure. 

Except, however• for papers of £ross in 1917, 1918 nothing of any 

significance seems to have appeared until a modification of 

Caratheodory measure was Introduced by Federe$rl$j in 1944. 

Be showed that in certain cases his measure gives the Lebesgue 

area. In this connection the following remarks due to Besi- 

covitch £23 are Interesting. 
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“Instudying the relation between the values of Lebesgue- 

Fre'chet area and the Garath^odory two dimensional measure, 

I arrived first at cases where these two values are different, 

this alonewould not be a serious matter, but then I constructed 

a surface homeomorphic with a disk, for which the Lebesgue- 

Frechet area is finite, and which considered as a set of 

points in the three dimensional space has a positive (three- 

dimensional) Lebesgue measure. The same construction gives 

also an example of a solid homeomorphic to a sphere, whose 

surface has arbitrarily small area in the Lebesgue-Fr^ehet 

sense, and whose volume is arbitrarily large. In all these 

cases the surfaces can be given in a parametric form so that 

the Lebesgue-Frdchet area is expressible by the well-known 

integral. This shows that the .Lebesgue-Fr^chet definition 

cannot be retained and that all the results obtained from 

this definition have to he done anew. 
si .... in the case of surfaces given parametrically the results 

have to be abandoned together with the definition, just because 

of their4 completeness*. The results for this class of surfaces 

obtained during the last ten years are that?* whenever the survace 

has a finite lebesgue-Frechet area, it is expressible bp the 

well-known integral 1.11(1). These results have to go, together 

with the definition*.1 

I.IS These remarks notwithstanding we shall have a look at a 

part, at least, of what it is that “has to go*.' 

S 



Following the background of Section II, Section III as noted 

above will he given to a discussion of the Theorem of Tonelli 

as outlined in Saks [14] . Section IV contains an account of 

a theorem of L. G. Young £167 which gives the condition under 

which the integral 

( ( | I + ^icV F«|vt^ 
may be replaced by the 
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PREMMIMHY THEOREMS AID DEFIKITIOKS 

In parts I through 16 of this Section we give for 

functions of a point, set, and interval several definitions 

and Theorems, without proof, that form a minimum necessary 

background for the material to be presented in Sections III 

and IV. 

IX.1 igoroff *s Theorem: Let ,u<B> be a completely add¬ 

itive, non-negative function of Borel sets in a space S. 

Let fn<P) , h?:0 be.a sequence of Borel measurable, finite- 

valued point functions defined on a Borel set B0 such that 

lim fn(P)-frt(P) on B0. Then for every 0 there exists a 
n^»«» ** w w 

Borel set QCB0 such that,u.(B0—Q)-<£ ^ and the convergence 

of %CP) to f0(P) on Q is uniform. 

II.8 (1) By parameter of regularity of a set B we mean 

the ifei where S is any square contining B. A sequence 

of sets l®n\ Is said to be regular if there exists an >0 

such that — -^i>oc n^l. 

(E) Let P belong to every member of a sequence of 

sets . We say that the sequence of sets tends to P if 

the (diameter of * 0 as n-r 

(3) We say that a set 1 is covered in the sense 

of Vita'll by a family of sets T if for every P 
£
 1 there 

exists a regular sequence of sets of tending to P. 

(4) Vitalii Covering Theorem: If a family of closed 

sets *? covers a set A in the sense of Vital!, then there 

exists & denumerable subset of the sets ^ , say Jln\, such 

that Ei«E^ = 0, i^j, and such that 
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/A--§ 
II.5 (I) A completely additive function F(e) of sets 

ecE is said to be absolutely continuous on E if with respect 

to the sets e and a measure /*., ju. (e) =0 implies F(e)= 0. 

{£) A completely additive function F(e) of sets 

is said to be singular on E with respect to the sets e 

and a measure jut, if there exists a subset e0 of E such that 

A'(^.o)s0 311(3 suci3 that P.(e) - G when■eCE — eQ, JJS., 1(e) 

« F(e0*.e) for every e ci, 

(3) Given a function of a set y’Ce), we define 

11m ^^-s-Df^to be the general upper derivative of (p{e) at 
H+o* W%i 

the point x when /©n\is a gegular sequence of closed sets 

tending to the point x. When the regular sequence of sets 

fen^ is replaced by a regular sequence of intervals, we have 

the ordinary upper derivative Corresponding definitions 

are given for the lower derivatives. If ‘£00= <f00 we say 

f has an ordinary derivative at x and denote it by 

Clearly,   _ . 
D <P$0 £ iPCxJ -e (fOc) £0<f>(x). 

In what is to follow we shall mean by derivative of 

a function of an interval, the ordinary derivative. 

11.4 Theorem (Lebesgue): An additive function of a set 

is almost everywhere derivable in the general sense ( and 

therefore in the ordinary sense). 

11.5 If (fls an additive function of a set, the derivative 

Dtp is summable and f is expressible as its function of 
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singularities and the indefinite integral of its general 

derivative. 

II.6 (1) By interval, we mean the set of points sat¬ 

isfying a^x^b, C — y *d. By a function of an interval 

we mean that a unique number is to be associated with each 

interval I of a system of intervals. 

(8) A function of an interval F(I.) is said to be 

continuous on R0, where B0 is a finite sum of intervals, 

if for 6?- 0 there exists an *\>Q such that jll^ implies 

F<I) , I £R0. ; 

(3) F(I) is said to be additive on R0 if F(I^Ig)- 

FCIxJ + Fdg) for Ig, cR0 and and Ig are non- 

overlapping. 

(4) fhe upper and lower variations of an additive 

function of an interval on R0 are respectively the upper 

and lower bounds of F{R) where R is a finite sum of intervals 

contained in E0. Since an additive function of an interval 

vanishes on the empty set, we have always 

, M ?(R)2,0 2.|a. F(R). 
Zc20 RCp* 

If the absolute variation 

Bd F(R)+ |aF(B)L 
£ce% 

l$ce* ' 

is finite F is said to be of bounded variation on R0. 

(5) An additive function F of an>:interval is said 

to be absolutely continuous on R0 if to £> 0 there corresponds 

an such that for any RCRQ, iBl-Oj implies fF(R)l-£6. 
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Obviously if F is absolutely continuous on BQ» it is of 

bounded variation on B0. 

(6) An additive function F of an interval will be 

termed singular on B0 if it is of bounded variation on R0 

and if to each C70 there corresponds an B<i H such that 
o 

(R)<€ and the total variation of F on BQ—E is less than £ . 

II.7 Theorem; A necessary and sufficient condition that 

an additive function of an interval of bounded variation on 

B0 be continous on B0 is that its upper, lower,and absolute 

variations be continuous on E . 
0 

II .6 Theorem: An additive function of an interval of 

bounded variation is almost everywhere derivable in the 

ordinary sense. 

11.9 Theorem: If F{I) is an additive function of bounded 

variation of an interval, F'(x) is summable and 

F(_x) = JF'\JO <«*. + ® (,r> 
X 

wliere ® (I) is singular and additive and <0»(x) -Q almost 

everywhere. If F(X)>or-ftew Fife) t. efiutlitj 

if F(I) is absolutely continuous. 

11.10 Theorem; An additive function of a set or an 

additive function of an interval of bounded variation is 

singular if and only if its derivative vanishes almost every¬ 

where . 

11.11 Theorem: The derivative of the absolute variation 

of a function of an interval, additive and of bounded 
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variation on Rc is equal to the absolute value of the 

derivative of the function almost everywhere. 

11.12 Mote that as a consequence of 119 and II.11. 

above, we may write for a function F of bounded variation 

on an interval l, 

W<F;I) = j\W'\ dx + W°(F;1), 

where W(F;I) is the total variation and 1°(F;I) the singular 

variation of F on I. 

11.13 Theorem: Suppose F(x) Is continuous and of bounded 

variation on an interval a^x^b. Then F'<x) exists 

almost everywhere and is summable in £a, bj . 

11.14 Leis K be a set of subsets of a space S such that: 

(i) Every closed set belongs to K. 

(ii) If E belongs to K$ then Its complement S—E 

belongs to S, 

(lii) If E * 2" Bn and Bn, n-sl, belongs t o £, 
*»—i 

then B belongs to K. 

Then the sets E belonging to the smallest set £ 

having the properties (i),(ii), and <iii) are called the 

Borel sets of S. 

21.15 let / (I) be a f unction of an interval and $ <B) a 

completely additive function of Borel sets in R0. If 

£? (I) = for every I ^ H0, then we say that $ (B) 

is a completely additive extension of /(X) to Borel sets 

in Bo . Here E0 is a finite sum of intervals. 
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II.16 theorem: Let fi (I) be a non-negative, additive 

continuous function of an interval on RQ. Then there exists 

a completely additive extension £ <B) of 0 (I) to Bore1 

sets in B0. 

Certain limiting processes which occur in the 

theory of area of surfaces may be most conveniently thought 

of as Integrations in the sense of Bur kill. Following 

the definition, several theorems' concerning the Burklll 

integral will be given. 

11.17 Definitions; By R0 we shall mean a fundamental 

figure composed of a finite number of intervals. By 

subdivision of B0 we shall mean a finite set of non-overlapping 

intervals 1^ such that BQ =• Jl I.. If S *IE we will write 

F(S) £orj>, nii) for a funtion of intervals F, not necessarily 

additive. ' > 

Let S(RQ) be an arbitrary subdivision of Rfli. Let 5(1^) 

denote the maximum diameter of 1^. Then 

l.u.b. lim" F(S) = 4T 

is the upper Bnrkill integral of F over RQ. Similarly 

g.l.b. lim F(S) F 

the lower Burklll integral of F over B F over B . If o 

^ F is the integral of F over V 
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If further, ^ F is finite we say F is integrable on Bq* 

If ¥ is integrable (Burkilll on every figure RCR 

^ F Is called the indefinite integral of F. 

The following will serve as examples of Burkill 

integrals.. 

CD let F(x) be defined in the one dimensional 

interval a £ x £h and let G(It ) - F(x- j 

r 

!>.»]. i. ?*iia 
(2) Let F(x) be bounded and measurable in ta,bJ. 

Let Ii be the interval (y^_lt y±) and define GCI^) as the 

product of: yjr.^ by ,tihe meag&^of the set where y^ ^ ^ Fix) «£ y^9 

If a and M,are .the lower and upper bounds of F(x) then 

Then^G(I) is the total variation of F(x) in 

fs{I) •= ficD dx 
fin.*] *> 

the last integral, being the Lebesgue Integral, 

11.18 Theorem: Let P be Integrable over R0. Then F is 

integrable over every figure RcE0 and ¥ F is an additive 

function of R. ; 

Proof: Let SCR0)=> 1^. be & subdivision of Rp. Let 

Cnl ■* iw 
be a subdivision of 1^. associated with the integer n, 

in such a way that the maximum diameter of any Interval in 

(n>; - 
sk approaches zero as n -*oo. Then the sum of these 

subdivisions for each k is a subdivision of RQ and by definition 

17 
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low from the definition of the integral, givene70, 

there is an^O such that if then 

] ^F -F(S(B0). )[<£- . 

Let I be such that the subdivisions'of lk, k 1,8,••• 

are of norm less than rj and yj be such that 

2) U F -F(s£n,«l) }-F(4B)a£))-- F(S<%B))I <<r 
* 4 • 

for n. *-K. Keep 1 fined and let n-»~a. It follows that 

F -f F | < 6- and that \ £ FI ^ and 1 ^ F W-. 
X ■ j; » • —x, » 

Thus y F exists and is finite. Letting n-?**in (1) it 

follows, since all the integrals exist and are finite, that 

4 F -^I f and then £ F is additive. Vo & *tk A 
11.19 Theorems Let F be integrahle over B0. Then for ^7 0 

given there is an »7 0 such that for every system of non- 
rv» 

overlapping intervals contained in RQ, t8 = ^> 1^, 

for each S implies that 

f,(Fa*> - If) I <£ <= 
'***K “ 'Ik- 

Proof: Denote by 5(S) the maximum diameter,of J^, 

l)r net ^ 0 be such that for every subdivision T of RQ 

with £<T)^y 

I F(T) -f F[ <=-/2. 
/?• ' /»* 

Let'S 2^. with Tis)^yj . Let B-j^ = BQ-Ik. By the 

previous Theorem * F exists (finite) and there is a sub» 
v, r 

divisioh of Bp say Sj_, such that o (S^) ^~y\ and 
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1) \<6/Z> 

But 8 + Sx is a subdivision of RQ with <5(8 -t-8^4^ and therefore 

B) f|^£/2. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that 

+1 F(S -+SX) - \v | 

S^S+S!) -FCSj.) - % T +f FL \f ^uk) -iv)\ 
K* /*, ' *=» !r* '• 

Corollary: If F(I) is integrable on R0 and is con¬ 

tinuous on Rq, then the indefinite integral of F, 6 F is 

continuous. 

II«BO Theorem; Let F(I) be integrable on H0 and let B(l) 

denote its indefinite Bur kill integral. Then B(x,y) -F(x,y) 

and 8(x,y.) =■ F(x,y) for almost all (x»y) in BQ* Thenif either 

B'(x,y) or F'(x,y.) exists almost everywhere in R0, so does 

the other and they are equal almost everywhere. 

Proof: We prove that F(x»y>- B(x,y) a.e. in R0. The 

opposite inequality will follow in an exactly similar manner and 

the same will be true for the lower derivatives. Suppose E 

the set where FVB and suppose that /ij^vQ. Then there 

exists a k such that the measure of B»E( F>B + l/k >, the 

set Ejj., is also positive. Bow there exists a sequence of 

intervals /JB1 tending to (x,y) such that F(ln)/\I^-^F(x,y). 

For this sequence we have a Iso lim B(I„>/1 iJ^B(x.y). 

Let(x,y) be in and we have (F(In) — B(In)) >flj/k, for 
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n sufficiently large. Let be the family of all intervals 

I satisfying this last inequality and such that These 

I cover Bjj. in the sense of Vital! and since 0 a finite 

number jlA • 4 ?:1,£,: a can be selected, non-overlapping, 

such that > |Ij[ >[%•! /£. We then have, with IjCB0» 

* arbitrary, 

J? (nij) - B<ij >) >Jj]ijiA > IEJ m. 
But this contradicts Theorem 11.19. Hence F—B a.e. in ld. 

The following two Lemmas will be needed for the next 

theorem, 

II, £1 Lemma 1: Let F(I) be non-negative, continuous and 

increasing by subdivision, l.e., F(S) 2: F(I) for every sub¬ 

division £ of I. If Xx and Xg are Intervals in RQ having a 

common side, then there exists an interval 1* containing 

the common side of Ix and Xg such that 

Fd^ I'-I1)i-P
,(I')+F{Ig-I'*l2^> F<ii> -tF(Ig) -6. 

Proof ; F(IX-I • •)-t-FCIg —I * * Ig) 

= Fa^I'd^J-t-FCI'diJ+FClg-I'-IgHFa'-Ig) 

-[FCl'di) tFa**Ig)-F(I')l 

V FC^) t-F<Ig)-[F(I •‘liH-Fil ♦ *Ig)-F(I • )1. 

Since F Is continuous, £F(I'•Ix)tF(I,*l2)—F(I,)3"^>0 

as 1i»|-9> 0 and the inequality follows, 

II, ££ Definitions; Let B be a line segment interior to 

BQ. Let £ be a system (finite) of Intervals non- 

overlapping in H0 such that I* *D -f 0. Then lim F(S) 
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will be called the variation of F on R0 at D. 

IX .33 Lemma 2: If F{I> is non-negative and then 

there can he at most a countable number of line segments in 

Bo, parallel to the sides of H0, at which the variation of 

F is, not serb. 

Proof: If not there would be a non-countable number 

of such lines at which the variation if greater than £ and 

by the, definition of the f F this quantity would not be 

finite. . • "> 

11.34 Theorem: Let F(I) defined on H0 be non-negative, 

continuous,■ and increasing by subdivision. Let . 

Then F is ihtegrable over H0. ■ 
Proof: It suffices to obtain the 

There exists a subdivision T 

H0 such that F(T)P'^F - & . Using Lemmas 1 and 3 we see 

that T may be chosen so that the variation of F at the sides 

inequality ?F &F 
, -V 

,C, i "1,2, • • ,p of 

of the not in common with the boundary:of R0 is zero. 

Let S k -1,3, • • •, n be a subdivision of RQ 

with norm less than that of T. We may as sume that /1^. ( , 

k =1,2,••*,q are the intervals of 3 having points in common 

with the sides of the not in common with the boundary 

of B0. 

W being continuous we may write s.O when 

Ji*Ij£ 5= 0 and we have as a result of the selection of the 

intervals of T that if H , the norm of T, is small enough 
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or 

I 5F(lk}| & and therefore /2^)/ < & also. 
* Jc»t ■. ' lc*tk*» K ■ • 
Since F increases by;subdivision, 

i: 
v. Is* k=i ho <C.P(S)+S£. 

Let i|-^0 and it follows that 

|F ^ lis.F(S) + 3& - f? + 36* 
& ^0 / 
feP £ f F . ^ 

”2» 
The next three Sections will be given to the def¬ 

initions of bounded variation (BYT) and absolute continuity 

(ACT) in the sense of Tone Hi for F(x,y). 

11.25 Let F(x,y) be continuous on the interval 1: aizib, 

c fyid. Let J^ be the interval £a,lf\ and J2 the interval 

£e,d7. We denote by W^PjXfJg) the absolute variation of 

F(x,y) on Jg for Similarly Wg(F;y;J^) the total 

variation of F(x,y:) with respect to x on jyfor y^^£. 

11.26 If y?^(F;x;Jg) dx and ^ Wg(F;y;J^) dy are both 

finite we say that F(x,y) is of bounded variation ini the 

sense of Tonelli on I (BYT). It follows then that if F(x,y) 

is BYT on I, it is BY in x for almost all y and in y for 

almost all x. • 

IX.27 A continuous function F(x,y) is said to be ab¬ 

solutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli (ACT) on I if 

it is BYT on I and if it is absolutely continuous with 

respect to x for almost all y in Jg and with respect to y 

for almost all x in Ji. x 22 



11-28 F(x,y) fulfills the Lipsehitz condition on I if 

there exists a finite constant B such that for every pair 

of points (x%yr), (x,[,y t r) in I, 

|F(^»,y«)-F(x'*,y'*)\4li(lx> xM(i-|y* y'»l) . 

Since in this case W^lFjXiJg) £ 1 [Jg[and Wg(F;y; H |J]\, 

a function satisfying the Lipsehitz condition is ACT. 

In particular if F(xty) haa continuous partial 

derivatives on I, they are bounded and F(x,y) satisfies the 

Lipsehitz condition with Jf = max (lid F* „ Bd ). 

XI..29 It is often convenient to haye a function defined 

on I0 = Pi» jgj continued to the whole; plane so as to be 

, periodic, let the sides of I0 b© parallel to the x and y 

axes. let Ij_ be an interval congruent to 1Q and having a 

common side parallel to the x axis with I0i F is then con¬ 

tinued.-'to If by symmetry relative to this cdmmoh,side, how 

let Ig be an interval, corigruent to i0 and having, a 

Cominon side with 1 1Q ^.parallel to the y axis . Continue 

P to Igby symmetry relative to this ^common side. Letting 

h *20}-a), v =■ 2(d -c), F is contihued to the rest of the 

■■plane by :aefining ■ ;;.v 

F<x^u,y) •*;:F<xf:y-i-v) * FXx,y;l.-: ,-,;‘ . ■ ■ ;, 

v #€*»?) thus continued has in the whole plane the properties 

.--■■■’it has-in; I0. ■ . ' • /. . 

- XX.5Q Theorem: The eight partial derivatives of F(x,y}, 

which is continuous^are measurable Bor©I. 

Proof: The proof will be given for Fx
+(x,y>. Let E 
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be the set where F^(x,y) < a. Consider En, the set of (x,y) 

such that for Q^h^i/n 

F{g-t-h,y)-F<x,y) ^ a ' , 

. ■ "•/ { ' •, h *• ‘ ■ * ■' : 

Then E = ?EU. When it is shown that each % is closed E will 

be an set and therefore measurable Borel ana it will follow 

'that is .measurable, (B),. - ,, 

; . Let x0,y0 be a limit pointof En with n and h given, 

for» sufficiently smalls we , have 

and siE&iarly ■ .. '. ■ 

■ eh/e* ....■ , 

.Jherefpre'v-sA.tvv^i,... .■■■.-..■■'v-;:1 ' .. r ,; ;.... .'' ... V; 

s-**.V' iJ., 

fa»yQ> -- F(x0tyQ) ■ , . ■y,C±-^-,h>y)r--gU>y<? 
/ ■ fa ■ ; ::b - 

v 

4 et a - 

^.'.^inoe^^G isarbitr&ry, .this;shows that, En. 

11.51 ; ;■ We repeat here for future reference the inequalities 

of Minkowski, for r> 1 and any sequence of real numbers et ^>o 

and for non-negative functions F^ 
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Ill EXPRESSIONS OF DE GEQCZE - THEOREM OF TQNBLLX 

XXI.I The following functions of an interval generated by 

the continuous function FCx^y) were introduced into the 

theory of surface area by 2. de Geoeze; 

Ir 
aj^CFjXJ.Gid)-* j\F(x,d) - F(x,c}\ dx 

Gg<F;I)»GsU) - j^Fd.y) -F(a,y)) dy 
Xr 

o3cu = |i| 

G(F;I) * G(I) - {(Gl(I))
21- (G2(I))

ef-(G3<I))
2f 4 

I s[a,b;c,fl] 

III.2 Theorem; The functions Gx(I), Gg(J), G(I) are 

continuous functions of an interval. Their integrals over 

an interval I0*£a,b;c,dl exist and satisfy the following; 

Jr A 
1) tGx = JWiCFjxjJg) dx, iGg ^ [%(^;y;Xx) dy 

X„ * *U- • 

2} Gi(I0)^ f GX » Gg(I0) <JG2 , G(IQ) * f G and 

Jo i 
3) £ Qx * \ G * I Qx t f Gg -#*1 X0|, i =1,2. 

t ^ * U 
Proof; Given 0 arbitrary, let >f> 0 be such that 

|y2- yx|4*j implies |F(x,yg)-FCXjy^)!^.^ . Wemay take ^<6* . 

F is bounded on IQ, |F|-i M. let I be an interval Cal»^l»cl»^il 

and let Then if [b-^- a^j ^ , G^<I)2.Jbx -a^|*2M 

< 2M 2H . If ldx- c^j , G^(I) -cjd-j- cj6- ^\b-a\6. 
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In either case G^(I) * (EM + |b -a|)«6. Then 0^(1) is cont¬ 

inuous and the continuity of Gg(I) is proved similarly. The 

continuity of G(I) follows from the continuity of G^ and Gg. 

Let he a sequence of subdivisions of IQ such 

that the norm of 8n^r 0, as n-^®V and such that lim GT (Sn)- £G 

For each n let Vn( % ) denote the sum of the Absolute increments 

of F< %,y) on the vertical line segments cut off on the line 

x =• 5 by the subdivisions of SR. Then 

> 
W s all n. 

And since F is continuousv lim ¥ C 5“} ~ (F; T ;J„). By 
i » L 2 

Fatou’s Lemma, 

y 
lim 
h-+A> 

f?n(S‘) dm^* lim G1(Sn) =r frG-^flim ¥n( J) d 

s dS. 

' ft > But Qj/S,,) = Jtvncr ) dE * / WjfCFjF ;Jg) dE 

for all n and therefore 

,fe 
! Jg) df“ », Jwi<F; S' 

This shows that the Bur kill integral of G^( I) exists and that 

of Gg(I) follows similarly. 

It is evident from the definition, of G(I) that if 

either £ CL or j*_Gg is infinite,, then IG exists (infinite) 

If and ^Gg are finite, then since G^,Gg and G are 

positive it follows from G^ Oq Gg -*■ U 1 that 
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4) f G £ fo1 -^Gg + . 
M, U 

But by definition G^CI) and Gg(I) and therefore G(I) increase 

by subdivision. It then follows from 11.24 that f & exists 
and is finite in this ease* 

Also from the,fact that G^, 6g» and G increase by 

subdivision, the formulas (2) follow inmaediately. The formula 

(3) follows from the definition and (4) above. 

111.3 Corollary; In order that 6(1) be integrable on 1Q 

it is necessary and sufficient that the associated continuous 

function be BVI on IQ. 

Proof: This follows from (!) and (3) above. 

111.4 Theorem: For F(x,y) (continuous and) of bounded var¬ 

iation in the send© of Tonelli, the expressions 

%(!) •* f Gx , Hg(l) = f Gg , H(I) - \ G 
I; I . ■ I 

are non-negative, continuous and additive functions of I and 

we have almost everywhere 

1) HfU.y) =|Fy\ , H|{x,y) = \FX\ 

2) H'<x,y) ^Fy
8 + FX

2 <-1 } * 

Proof: Additivity follows from 11.18 and continuity 

from 11.19, Corollary, as a result of Theorem ill.2 ana the 

Corollary III.3. 

MOT/ applying first Theorem II.9 and then Fubini’s 

Theorem for the BoreI measurable function F_ (Theorem 11.30), 
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we have 

r9 b * 

HXU> - j W^(Fjx; Jg) dx^jdx^Fy^dy s J(Fy|dx dy. 

I 
Taking ordinary derivatives (11.3(3)) we have 

3) H-[{x,y)S: [Fy| a.e. 

Let^Jn\ be the sequence of intervals on the y axis with 

rational end points and J a linear interval on the x axis. 

Then since H^(I) is non-negative, increasing and bounded we 

may apply Theorem 11.9 again and obtain the following inequality: 

JW^CFJXJJ^) dx* Hj^f J,Jnl)> Jfl^(x,y) dx dy 

r f i 
- j dx |H'|(x,y) dy , 

She last step following from the fact that H^(x,y) is summable 

by Theorem II.9. 

Taking the derivative with respect to J we have 

W1(F;x;Jn) ;> j i^(x,y) dy 

except in a set of x of linear measure zero, say En. Thus we 

OO 

have for any J of type 3n and x ^ In, 

?^1(F;x;JJ1) ^ f H^(x,y) dy. 
J 

low taking the derivative with respect to 3 (II.11) 

4) jF^j p. H^(x,y) 

for almost all y. Applying now Fubini's Theorem stated for 

the characteristic function of the two dimensional set where 
28 



this last inequality does not hold, wee see that its measure is 

zero. (30 and (4) give the first of the relations (1) and the 

second follows immediately. 

The relation (2) follows from Theorem 11*20 for almost 

all x,y; 

#(x,y)^G»(xfy}- }<Gl(x,y)l*+ (GgCx.y))2-*- l\:■* 

»^H^(jc,y>)24® Fy
2 -+- l \ ^ . 

1X1*5 Theorem; Let F(x,y) he (continuous and ) BVT on 

I0 
ai»blicl»d^ * A necessary and sufficient condition that 

the associated interval function E(X) he absolutely continuous 

on IQ is that F(x,y) be AST on X0* In this case, we have 

i) *F
y
2 +

1)^ dK d
y- 

^ ^9 . 

Proof; By 111*2(3) absolute continuity of H(I) is 

equivalent to absolute continuity of H^(I) and Hg(I). 

Suppose B is A..C. Then it is the integral of its 

derivative and by IIX.4 we have for I *£a^,x;c^,d J , a ^b, 

3Z £cl,dl^ * 
x x ^ 

J»,?{*;Jg) a*. Hjti) * | <bcdy.[dx^(rr| ay. 
<*. ci 

deriving with respedt to x, 

. c/, 

W1(F;x;J2) = / [F^| cl<_^ a.e in x. 

Then WjfFjXic^y) - y^F„| dy is non-negative and by Theorem 11.9 
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is non-deereasing. It has the value zero when y - d^ and is 

therefore constant , equal to zero. Therefore for all y 

et 

Thus Wj_ is an integral and therefore A.C. and there¬ 

fore FCx,y) is A.C. in y for almost all x. -Similarly F(*,y) 

is A.C. in x for almost all;y and., since F(x,y) is BVT it is 

ACT. , ' 

Mem suppose that F(x,y) is ACT on 1Q. It is therefore 

BVT on Io and by 11,9, II. 11, and II1.4 we have for X-Kf s 

XCX0, ' 

%(!) - ) dx *[{|Fy\dxdy 

s * 
Hg(I) - ] W2(F;y; ^ , f ) dy * J j \ F \dx dy. 

: i y - ■ ■ 1 ■ 

Thus H^(I) and Hg(I) are the integrals of their de¬ 

rivatives and are therefore A.C. It follows that; H(I) is A.C. 

and that H(I) is the integral of its derivative. (1) now 

follows from 111.4(2). 

Ill,6 Theorem: H(F;I) for a continuous function F is 

lower semicontinuous, l.e.,- given a sequence of continuous 

functions Fn convergent to F as n -», then for each I0 

Ik H(Fn;L) 2 fi(F;L}. 

Proof: Let Sp be any subdivision of IQ into p con¬ 

gruent intervals, w^s 1= 1,2,j••,p
2. By 111.2(2) for any p 

and any n, 
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By Fatou's Lemma for any p, recalling the definition of 

. - .list BXF^X^) = lim j G(Fnil)Z' lira G(PB;Sp) 
^ K-r"« lo n^<)« ■. ^ 

= lim £ GCFjjjw'i')^ 2L Urn G(Fn;wi) aJ^HFjwi j = G(F;SD). 
n-^oo l*S, Iff, U/ * 

Bow lettin^p -*Rc*t G(F; Sp)-?-H(r;I0) by III.8 and : 

lira H(Fn;i0feH(F;I0). 

III.7 Theorem: (Rado ?■) let F(x,y) be continuous and have 

continuous partial, derivatives on I0~£a,b;c,dl v Then there 

exists a sequence of polyhedra jPn(xty)( inscribed in the 

surface z =-F(x,y) which converges uniformly to F(x,y) and is 

such that:- 

1) lim A(Pn;Ip) =^pz
2+Fy

2+ l^ dx dy c- B(F;I0). 

. U 
Proof : Since F(x,y) is ACT we heed, in view of 

Theorem III.5, only prove the first part of the equality. 

bet IJJ gi* • * > Inbe a subdivision of IQ. 

into n2 congruent intervals. Let (xn^i, yn>£)» i -1,2, * * • .n2, 

be the lower left hand vertex of In Divide Ia ^ I
11^0 two 

right triangles fn, X and T£t •£ by a diagonal and let C^n.l^n.i^ 

be the vertex at the right angle of T£ Let Pn(x,y) be the 

polyhedron inscribed in F(x,y) with vertices at the vertices 

of the 2n^ triangles T* * and Tm ,* i = 1,2, • • • ,n2. 
il» 4. &t A 

Let bn-(b-a)/n , k_*Cd—c)/a and let /xn be the 
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upper bound of |Fx(x»,yH)-Fx(x*,y')\and\Fy(x
a,yM)-Fy(x*,y»j[ 

for all(x»,yi) and£c**,y‘9 in IQ sueh that lx»—x*l^hn end 

Ir-y'Ui^. 
Let s^(i be the area of the face of Pn(x,y) which 

corresponds to Tj^. The area of the projection of sjj' ^ on 

the xz and yz planes,, respectively , are 

where yn,i*y
n,i+lcr> • 

Therefore, since ih^k^®) | . 

Sn,i“ ^ Pn,i] i*y».l:1 )S + 

Bow making use of the inequality 

j(k^Ybg-rc2) - 4»^-b,gv-c'^|-{a -a*)2+<b-b'J^Xc -c 
we have 

4 4*1 

- VS- AH l^ol- 
Since F„ and F are continuous we have as n-^°° 

, * y. 

804 llD 1 sc,i ’ 4 U (f*8+ py8+1)* a* ay• 
t-i r , 

We clearly have the same limit for T s» . and on add- 
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the two the first part of (1) follows. 

ill.8 In tbe theorem to follow we shall use tbe Bray 3 

integral mean of plus-plus type for the continuous function 

F(x,y). 

Sh S 
Fn(x,y) = n2 j f F(x*+u,y -tv) d.u aw 

«* • 

; J^(x,y) has tbe following properties when F(x»y) is 

continuous: , 

(1) Fn<xfy)-> F(x,y) everywhere as n^^and uniformly 

on any interval. 

(2) f§. exist everywhere, are continuous ana are 

ult 
YH 

9* '*5^ 

given by tbe formulas 

56s -n2 

Ox 
t Vn.y-»*v)-F(x, y+v)] dv 

' - ,f ■■■ ■; 

•iti ' 
* n8[l F(x>u,y-*- 1/n) -F|x +u,?)J duf 

■ / • ' .■* ■ :'r < - ;v. i ■ 

‘ I " . . ' ' - 

111*9 TbeoremCRaao): Let F(x,y) be continuous ana /Ffi(x,y J 
■ I ' • *7 v . . "■ ■ ' *. ■ ?■ ; 

the sequence of means of F(x,y). Sfaen for every i0, 

11 ;I0)* A(F;I0) *lim^«^;I0) 

Proof: Let {» .& P^(x,yl} be a sequelae of polyhedra 

converging uniformly to z *F(x,y) such that 

2) wUm A<Pn;I0)= W;I0). 

Bow the PB(x,y) are AST and using 11.5 and 1.7 

A(Pn;I0) =fi(Pn;I0) for all n. Using , (2) and III.6 

■ ■ s t ' * ■ I _ ■ 1 ’ 

31 lim ACF^ilQj^ACFjIoJ-limACP^lQ^^UmBCP^^JiHCFjlQ), 
n-»aa h-*oa Vl-9>oa 
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If F(x,y) is not BYT on IQ, then (1) follows from 

(3) by III.3. In the other case we ioay assume F(x,y) to be de 

fined, continuous and BVf on the whole plane. 

■ Let I0
sfa,b;c,dl and I-^^,b^;c^,d£\ be contained ini 

»Bipn ■ " by ' V- ' r : 

Gl<Fn;l) = [lFn(x,d1)- ^i(x,c1)l dx 

£n2) dx \ ^ |FCxt«»fli+v}- F{x-ru»c1+ ’ff)\ du dv 
■" ' ' © # 

^f1G1(FiIu,v) du dv 
O D s 

where Iu,v is the translated interval, k similar expression 

holds for Gg(Fn;I) and by Minkowski's inequality 

aCFn;I) ./(SiW^I))8* {Qg(Fn;I>)8^ III8}* 
f4t % 

-£n2 j [ ^(G1(F;Iu,v))2+ (G2CF;I
u,v))8 +-|lu»v|2} du dv 

0 fc 

■■ 'My* .<■ ■ . , * , ■' 

^n2) f a(FjI^»T) du dv. 
'« o • 

Let he a subdivision of iQ into p
2 sub-intervals 

similar to IQ. From the formula above we obtain for any p 

%y* ’ 

■ " d(Fft;Sp) ^ tr\ ) {|<F;sg*V> du dv. 

with the corresponding isubdiyision of lj},¥. Since G is 

integrable, the use of 11.18 and II. 19 gives as p «v, 

s- ; JT» 
HCFjjIo) ^ n2^ y S<F;IS,¥) du dv. 

Since H(F;lJ5,¥) is a continuous interval function. 
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which Is additive, 1Q— IQ,V-=5- 0 and l]J* — IQ-»»0 as u,v-^0 

implies H{F;IQ,V)-^ H(F;10) uniformly as u,v -**0. 

low Fn has continuous partial derivatives and therefore 

by XI1.7 there exists a sequence fpi. ] of inscribed polyhedra 

tending to Fn and such that, lim AfPijI.) -H(Fn;I->. But by 
y ■ u ° 

the definition of A(Pn;I0) there may be sequences having a 

smaller limit and therefpre MFn;lQ )£ H(Fn; I0), n ^ 1. 

Letting- 

_     V»/„ 
lim &(Fa;I0)^ lim H(Fn;I0)-£ lim n2l [H(F;IQ*V) du dv=H(F;I0\ 

Using <3) we have 

lim A(Fn;X0)^A(F;X0)$:B<F;X0) 2:lim A^FnjIo) 

or lim A(Fn;IQ } » A{F;IQ)- H(F;IQ). - 

III.10 We now note that using III.7,III.8 and III.9 we have 

lo 
We note also the impprtant fact that since a polyhedron is 

defined by an absolutely continuous function and since by 111*9 

A(F;I0) «-E<[F;I05 we have by III.5 that the area of a poly¬ 

hedron P is A(P;Iq) . 

On replacing H(F;I^) by A(F;I0) in III.7 vie Ipiave the 

Theorem: Let F(x,y} have continuous partial derivatives. 

Then there exists a sequence of inscribed polyhedra tending 

Uniformly to the surface z= F(x,y) such that the area of the 
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polyhedra converge to the area of the surface. 

Ill *11 The results established in Section III may now be 

stated in the 

Theorem of Tone Hi: A necessary and sufficient 

condition that the surface 2 = F(x,y ) ,F(x,y ) continuous, 

have a finite Lebesgue area on X0 is that F(x,y) be BVT on I . 

In this case 

l) A(F;I0) > f [£FX
S+Fy

8 + 1]* ax dy, 

X. 
and A{F;X),X ciQ, is a continuous,additive function of the 

interval I and we have almost everywhere in IQ 

1 

A'<x,y) - l Fx
2+ Fy

2+ 1] *. 

In order that (1) be an equality it is necessary and 

sufficient that F(x,y) be ACT on IQ, or, what is the equivalent, 

that A(F;I) be an absolutely continuous function of the 

interval. 

Proof: The proof follows immediately from III,3, 

11.9,111.4, and III.5. 
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If theorem of h. - 0. Young 

if «I In th© last section It was found that the formula 

■Go 
is available as a means of computing the hebesgue 

area of z = F(s>f) on % only when F(x,y)ls A.C.T. on I0. 

In this section other analytic -expressions are studied 

with the conditions under which they give the Lebesgue : 

ares. 

In vim of {!}* we might ask whether we could 

replace the partial deviations by difference quotients 

and take the limit of the resulting integral as an expression 

for the area. Let 

4{*,y;h) = - »■(*»?)[ 

®[x»7|Ii»k) = V -V ( i,(x,ysk))*l /" 

^(FJI) = Shk{ I) = /{f(x,vsh,k)dxay 

°*(ii “ $L IW« 
a»(i) = ita 3^(1). 

Jh this section w© give the answer to the follow¬ 

ing questions. 

a) If p(x<>y) is Sff on I0# what other conditions wu.*1~ 

F(x*y). satisfy in order that 
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such that 

S*fl0) = S.2.{10) - i\(F; !0}? 

■ .For (a) it will be seen that F(^hlr) sjust be. A03? 

aM for (b)*, the answer is the tfasoreia of L« 0*. :Tmmg . 

which ILmolma a sew definition of absolute continuity, 

la what is to follow we assume Ffey) to bo BJW.T 

oa i0 and. to be eontimiecl by refleetloiis as la 11.29 to 

the .whole plane so that F(%y) is on any finite 

internal, He shall also write p,f|s#y) for sad 

for XiK^F)* He begin with the following 

IF.2 Ttogogems Bm(lQ) ^ £(WjI&) . 

Proof a let j^C^ FI bah) be the expression obtained 

from /’(x*y$h#lE} by replacing F with Pp( JII.8).* By 

l^&skowsk 

^C^FSh^k) ^ ad I y+vj h,k)dBdv« 

Let. 1 <c i0 and a so large that (x,y) e 15 
O 0 

m^.1. and IvJj/ i all imply that (x+n* y-M?) I0 . 

Sine© <£ 2 0^ 
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■k-k 
6. n2J 11 j\ <f (Xjjrsl^lOdsiy} daflir = snl,(I0). 

Since =| (|^) +(0+ l}f™ 

may us© fonelli’s Theorem for the ACT function Fn(x,y) 

and Lsbesgue1 s Theorem on te*v*unse integration to obtain 

llffi ff &(x,;/;h,lt:)<tea7 =A(Pn;i)i 11m SM,(I0) =3*(l0) 

This relation is true for ©very I C In and therefor© for 

XQ and by III . ^ letting n 

lto A(Pn3l0) ^A(FSX0)£ Sa(lo). 

m3 Let I0 =^a#b|o, d] be contained in the interior of 

I1. from flection 1X1 s recall that the interval functions 

%(F|X)* HgCFil) and H(Fjl) = A(Pjl) are finite* non¬ 

negative* continuous and additive functions of I C I3*. 

They then admit a completely additive extension to Borel 

sets B in X3** . Then functions of B may be denoted by 

Hg(FiB) and A(FjB) and have a Lebesgue decomposi¬ 

tion involving the singular set functions 

%(F|B) and A°(P|B) respectively* By XX*7- and III.4* 

for B c I1 , 

%{B) , = J^CFli) = If |Fy|dxdy -f B§(FIB)» 
8 

%{B) = %(F|B) =// /F^Jdxdy ^(F|B)* 
8 

A(B) = A{P5B)= /// IMl+Fy/ asay+A°(F|B). 
6 
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By definition of the singular functions there' exist' 
n 

Bore! sets %*©2>©3 In X such that HJ(1,
3B) =HJ(B) * if (Be1 }> 

= Hg(Beg),' A°(F*B) =£
Q
{B)= £°{B&3) for BCX

1^ 

and such that Je^+^egl+l^i- 0* 

, Bet eiy |ei|l=G he the set where the derivatives 

of B^(B), Hg{B)* &{3) fail toe exist and he equal to the 

integrands in (1), 

let © 3 -f. ©2 •+■ e^ t e^ and |©l — G and let 

eO* ©rtX0V ; 

If ,4 Bet £ he small enough that = £ a - S $b+& % 

o -3>d+SJ is contained in I1, F(x,y} is BfT on l0. 

Bet 1f®{l?3x:|0~S jd+S) he the singular variation of F with 

respect to y for fixed x in fa- 5 ,h+ST. Then 
b 

J (P;x$c- S , d +5 )dx^ }4 

*-s. 
<*r5 

P'lyia-J jhrS )dy = Hg{lf) 
•O' 

To prove this we have hy 11.12, ^ 

if (F|X|C~<5>d-f-S ) - ¥1{F|X,e~ ^ id+S") ~ J j^-Ej dy. 

Integration with respect to x from a - S’ to h+S ’ gives 

t>+$ 

Jji(F|X3C-S,d+S Idxs^d^) - jj ^jdxdy^lftx^), 

hy 1II.4 (1), -& 

Bote that B£(I0) end H|(l } 'non-negative 

and such that if (X*) ± th© 

continuity of H^il) end H^x) implies the continuity of 

H^(l) and Sg(l). in particular 

nh/T \ sg(l 1 >/T
sV as 0. 



JSlsJsL nd;"'Fy being summable "ta define for \>o 

j[lFyjdsdy- 
ICE1 e 
HUA 

X?*6 Theorem, Me be a-. Borel .set in 1Q. Let J be 

small enough that IQ C lx and let |h{<5 t . 

Then . ' 

(1) |f{(z*y*l03x4?^ <9, (Iel) + 

(2) jf §pzamh)dxdy z. &x( |ej) -f H|(I|)V 
c 
Proof, The proof will be gi^en for* (2.) and h >■ 0 

From the Lebeogu© decomposition of ¥2{l|FlA), ‘ 

(3) - f(x#y)J ^ ¥2(Fs ji^si-h) 
v» 

s ^ 
for almost all y <£ [o,dl. 

t ©1 a e /I (y-y). Integrat- ovoi* @, 
0 
ft 

(4) j^feyjhjdz ^ | j j jF^Cs-HT ,y)J dsjdf + [w|(Fjy, 
0 e> * 

It/ltere £ajt>] replaces e in the last integral* 
*/ 

f&i 

We may apply the inequality appearing in (3 ) to 

the continuous non-decreasing function w|(F|yi^^+ h) = 

=» Efg{F|y|a#2:+h) ~ ¥2(Psy*&*^) and we obtain 
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I ¥p(2?l.y$2E*x *Hi)cb: £ ^§(F|yja- See If. 10 (e)(1). 
Sm . 

Mow integrating (4) from c - S to d and using '33T.*4 

^ ± 
\I $f%»y|h)dzdy ± |iy s +*,y)] clxdy■ | dr +s|(/) 
A O € 

■ . ^ -1] {(fi^fej)] 4(1Q 5 
° % 

* f J l^Cx,y)\ d2Jdy + H|(x|) 

<< ^ (Kl) «§(!*) =4 ( lei ) +^(?o) 

Uiiet* ^ is the set e translated to the right by an amount S’ 

If »7 Corollary* 

13m ff i(z,y#h)d}cdy ^ ^(le[) + ^(l0) 
it-»o ^ * 

^Ito jf §Jx*y|h)dsdy (lei )+I^(Io). 

If,6 Theorem. ~ If gfe^y) is B.¥,f, OP. I0, then 

S'5<I0)«j//l+Fs
2+ F^j'^dsay -*-H?(I0) + H°(x0). 

•I* 
Proof * ¥e tab© e0 to be the Borel set defined 

In ru.3. Then for (x,y) ^ IQ - eQ and any sequences 

JhjjJ t {k J such that hn>k^.-o as n , 

(i) ,iim y,fet^y)“gfe.ih . y / 

(S) and U» Ffey +V:ffo[> - V y ■ 

therefore for t > o given, by the Theorem of 
«§§<• 

Egoroff ue may find a set and such that 
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(1) IQ —©o * I* + ef I 4 Is "Closed* 

and l| * ^ 

(ii) (1) and (2) above bold tmlformly in » 

IiDt *. eQ + . g?h@n since |eG| = 0^ we have 

(1) SQ = I* + o* I I* is closedj |efe|<^| 

Xfe * • 0>, » 

(ii) (1) and (2) bold nnifOmly in I* * 

low we have trim If.l 

By (ii), #(x*yib^,^) -JT (l +FS.
2
-HF^]^ imiforaly 

in 1^, and as a s**, 

(3) //f(x.yshjjjknJaxay -*. //£l<-%2+ Fy2]'^<tady 

,5 

4 j[[l +?i r Fy
SJ!t<3say. 

& 

Hm, since § 1 

| _P{i>y) ( 

T5T 1, 

/f«* yit^^tedr £ |efr|t||Itybns?)-F(^»y)j ^(Jy e6 «fc 11 

t mF.<x,Ty*(*'y))fl*>T 
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By (i)and If*?* 

W IS (\ $ (3t,yjhn»fcn)dxay i e +i9M +#-; «id0) +H|(I0) H-^00 y 

= 6 t^;+Hj{i0) I-H|{I0). 

Hencea using (3) and (4)^, it follows that 

S*(!0); ( l + F|+Fy
2J4My + F°{IQ }+ Eg (I0}+6 +£-{€•) * 

and by I?*5# since ^ >o was arbitrary, finally the theorem. 

If ,9 We may now give the answer to T\T.l (a) in the 

following 

Theorem; A. necessary and sufficient condition 

that ■ ■ ■ , 
y 

(1) Sa{I>S*(l0) = S(I0)= HI 1 + F|f Py2]1 dxdy 
lo 

is that F(3E,y) be ACT on i0. 

Proof; The proof may h© obtained by considering 

the following inequalities which arise from XI.11, .I\T*2>- 

and If.8* 

(2) fj 11 1- px
2 f Py2]^ <3Xdy 6 i S*(l0) £. s*(l0) 

^ jjl1 + 'teay ■+ Hi( I0) + H|( i0). 
-C, ^ 

If F(s^y) is ACT# then from the definitions of 

Hr(l) and Bgi
1)* (see %(l) and %(l) are absolutely 

continuous and hence and H|(IQ) are zero. The 

sufficiency then follows from (2). 
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If |1) holds then 

S*(lo) = MXQ)* SC%) * A(Id) = /jll + Fz
2+%2] ^ 

J-© ■ . 

and by Tonelli's Theorem {ill. 11) It Is necessary that 

F(2^y) be £GT on I0. 

If.10 Before answering lf.l(&) we must establish that 

S*{I0) ^ JlH i-F^f w/J Oxdj +• Hj(T0) + BQ{1q) 

and to do this we must establish some formulas involving 

the variations of F(x5y). 
. h 

a) let PjjC^y) = ^ / W{%+S$j}&S * Then 
s£a»b3 is a lower semicontimioiiS fianctional 

of F in the sense of III.6*1.e,, 

(1) Wg(P;y;J) i i!2 V2(FhSyjJ). 
h-+o ■ 

proofs (i) Suppose ¥P(PsyiJ) . Then for 

by the definition of ¥g, there exists (£ J±) C 3, J± andJfc 

disjointj 7, =fai,t>ih such that Wg(FjyjJ)'< 2 |FCb1,y)-F(ai<y)|<;£. 

By the definition of F uniformly in J(F(x*y) 

continuous) and therefore lim ^ ^^(b^yJ-F^a^y)^ 

-1 |F(l>i»y) - y(aj.»y)l • Since £ 

the following inequalities establish (l) * ;:1 ’ llf-" 

lim - im 2 1 Fh(
bilF)"Fh|%lF}|> f2(F|y|#)—6- il 

h*9 ■ 
(ii) Suppose Wg(F|yi2T)^ •* * Thus for G > 0 there 

exists (3±) ^ y* y^* disjoint* y^ =fa£*bjj 

such that 
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i-‘ x “ Jj-^O 

3s l F(bjiy)r*F(a;1*y)| > G and again (1) follows s/Wce 

G Is arbitrarily large and 13a WgCP. jy$j) r=.oo . 
h-*r& 

b) If F(se#y). is BTT in I0 =£a0#b0se0d0l -[ J21 * 

then for every 3 c 3& =» £a0i,b0“ "§3 * 

{1} W2(l%syM) ^ Wo{PlTia,b )* n < 

(2) lim ¥2(FhJyjj) ^ W2<F*yiJ>. 

Proof; Let <r- (jP It) c J; disjoint, 
n *-# * y 

%€ai*%l * $ben ^ l F5l{biiy}“F|1(ai, y)|^ | j~ *5 si) 

(3) * }* » ° 
~ Wi&i+z #y}3 d^l ^ |){Z’|P(bi + ^ij) - ^(a^yHl df. 

How sine© h <.S and 3^ =£ai‘+^ 1>b^-+Sl<^Ia*^ + a£d 

W 2'|^{^i+^#y) ~ •F(a1+5 il)l - ¥2{Fiy|a,b-t-s ). 
tcl 

(3) and (4) give 

2 “ F^a^y)! -£ U2(mj^ + S) 
and since <r u»s arbitrary we may place ¥2{PiyjJ’5 ^ 

left band member and (1) is proved* 

fo prove (2) we note that by (1) 

iha w2(Fh3yi;jr) w2<3^y;a*b+-S).,' 
Ai-*» ,.<■•'■ 

But since ^(Piyjs^b+S ) is a continuous function of J 

(F^cin^cont. )j 

H5 ¥2(Fh|yj j) £ ¥2(F|yjJ). 
h-*ro 
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From (a) 11m ‘WgCF^yjj) >L(Fjyjj) and (2) follows. 

c) 

This is obvious in view of the fact that Fb(x,y) 

is an integrali i.e. absolutely continuous. 

d) TJsing (b) and (e), we have for 0< 
b 

(D J |F(^,y)-Fte.J.l[cbc ^ H2(FS7Sa.bfi) 
% 

lo 

(2) llm t|g.(» t^X).^- = W2(Fjy;a,b). 
i.* 

e) We note now that W2{Fjy| J} .and ¥g(F;y;J) 

are continuous, non-decreasing functions of x when F is 

continuous and that their variations are just their 

increments. Thus the results of (d) may be applied and 

we obtain for o+txS , £a,bl - JC J' * J[a0,b0 - SJ, 

(1) | + h) dx ^ W2(F|y)a,b+S) 

b 
(2) lim f ^aCFjyjx,* + h) ^ = ¥o(Fiyu). 

k+o l E 

3#ith similar statements for W2(F|yjJ). Mote that we have 

aSfid this relation for W2 in IV.6 page 48. 

f) When F(x,y) is BVT we have for every 

I -la,bjc,dl , 

(1) llm |[|g(x-*h»g)-Pfex)|asay = Ha(l)- 
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(2) ita f| | *<*>y ^k)-F(x,s:) = Hl(1). 

Proof: ¥© will prove (1) for h 0* the other 

proofs being analogous. By (d) (1), (2), since ¥2(Fiy2a,b-*S) 

is a summable function, we may use Lebesgue's Theorem on 

feriMioisc integration# of sequences and integrate the left 

hand member of (d) (1) in the limit, i.e. ¥2(F|yia,b), 

from c to d and obtain (1) in view of 111(2). 

337,11 Theorem: 

■S*UoJ*lUl +Fs
2 + %2]yidxdy + B§(I0). 

la 

Proof: Let 6 be an open subset of IQ. This Borel 
CO 

set my be composed of 2i J-g- disjoint. How 

and H2^ are completely additive and 

oo <=o 

(1) ^(0) =Z'Hl(J1) Bg(0) =JF %(J±). 

By HT.10 (f)(1), 

dzdy ^ lim ziil^ 

JLrr O ON J^ro 4*1 T 

L-! 

This being true for any N, we have 

(3) lim »dxdy, im ^jt^^h)dxdy^Ho(0) 
JK-TO ° n 

and similarly u 

(^) 13m [[ $((x,yslc)dxdy ^ HjCO). 

Let &70 he given and let e0, lec\=0, be the set of 

48 
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We can find a set & and a set P depending on € such 

that lei<6 , i0 a|*f e, and e eQ, X* closed. Since 

e is open relative to V we have by (3) and 17.3(1)* 

2M \\$^tj}h)dxdj S-B^e) i H2(©g) “Hg(3:o*eo) = ^o)* 

By (3} ».e may find a sequence KlV'o > 

0^1 hpj 4 | such that 

(5) |f l^yjh^dxdy > E^d0) ~ | • 
We can then find a set e„ such that e => e-0©_, n no 

and such that IQ - en is still closed and such that, 

since le0j - 0, if en is small enough 

(6) j[$2(^yjhn)dxdy > i%(lQ) - | . 
e-e* 
Wow similar to the inequality (5) above, we have 

lim \\ ,yjk)d3:dy a %{en) > ^(©Q) - H°(l0). 

For the same n as above we may also determine 

^ ^1 ^ l/a such that, 

(T) > ^(IQ) ~ 

Wow e* 

Vk * )[ + U $ + U f. ' n n jr* e- ©»* cv» 

Since # (^yjh^k^) >• ^(xjyjkJ and > fc/^yih^ 

we have by (6) and (7) above, 
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(8) [(g^yib^k^dxdy i [[ yih^Jdsdy >B|(I0) - § 

€-en o-en 

and (9) J j £ (x, yj hn, kn )dxdy > 1I4(*. yjk^Jdxdy > H^(X0) - ~ . 
€t% C*w 

Regarding the integral of f"(xay;hn,lcn) over 

I*, we see that, being arbitrary, this integral can 
Cr/oSG T- be made arbitrarily €te© to the Integral of <£ over I0» 

Finally we have 

(10) Vn
(l°)>iU 1 +pz2''-Fy£5',V(tea5'"I 

- Jf [1 -rFj.2 *■ <tedy. 

We have- now shown that there exist sequences 

Ki, fknt such that 

iim ShjrJio) a \\[i -KK,2 «-y7
g]v*<ft<»y + H^(I0) + H£(I0). 

klZl 

Thus lS Shk(lD) = S«(X0)e JjII i-Fjf-FyY’-cIxay 

+^(i0) -«-H|(Io), 

and this with the opposite inequality in IF.8 proves the 

theorem. 

IF. 12 One form of the answer to IF. 1(b) can now be given. 

Theorem: If F(x,y) is Ml on I *■ then 

(1) S*(l0) = S^(I0) =S(I0) - A(I0) if and only if 

(2) A°(I0) - H£(I0)+B°(I0). 
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Proof: ¥e have 

(3) A(I0) £ B»(I0) i s*(x0) = SU1 -■Pv2’- Ksf'^r 

r%(Xa) +B|(I0) 

Ana (4) A(I ) * f/ll *Fx
2-r P^I^axay-f A°(I0). 

J+ 

The proof is obvious. 

IV. 13 Definitions: A net § n on an Interval lQ will 

be defined as a finite number of non-overlapping intervals 

(meshes of the net) i - 1,2-, * • *aia snob that 

I0 = J-E n -9r 1. The meshes may be open, closed, 

or partly closed. By a regular sequence of nets on IQ 

we mean a sequence J, — such that each mesh 

of is contained in some mesh j|n) of 

and such that the maximum diameter of the meshes of ^rt 

approaches aero as n becomes infinite. Such a sequence 

J^n\ -will be called a network jj and will be kept fixed 

on I0 in what follows. 

A function of intervals 5(D is said to have 

the unilateral network limit ^(x,y) at (x,y) if 

lira £ {J&h (x*y) €r 3^ &J)n 
(n) U ‘ The J* ' containing (x,y) is uniquely determined in this 

case. If we require only that the closure j^21^ contain 

(x,y) we speak of a network limit. If the con*e/ye*tce 

of $ (j^n)) to # (x,y) is uniform we use the term 
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uniform networkA( unilateral or otherwise) and, if we 

replace lim with Urn or lim , we say $ has the 
VTHM£S> 

upper or lower network limit (unilateral or otherwise) 

^ (x,y). 

Let $ (B) be an additive function of Borel sets 

in IQ. Let /x he a finite measure defined for all Borel 

sets. Let (x,y) belong to a mesh of . W© define 

(€(J (a))/A(J( n^) when ^(j^)^0 

3 (x+ °° when /*(j^} - 0 and 

/ “ 00 when /*(J<n)> -0 and ? (j(“b <: o. 

lim dn(x,y) and lim 6n(x^j) will be called 

upper and lower unilateral derivatives of £(B) at the 

point (x,y) with respect to JUL and the network ^ , 

Since d^avy) is Borel measurable thesederivatlves, 

15^^ <E (x,y) and |>^3>(x,y) are Borel measurable. 

iy.l4 Lemma (l); Let $ (i) be a finite valued function 

of intervals such that lim ${J1(
n)) = ^(x,y) uniformly 

w->«*» J- 

for (x,y) £ <5 C IQ (closed). Let /U(E) be a finite, non¬ 

negative, additive function of Borel sets E in IQ. Then 

lim Z $(4n))A(^n))= J § d/A. . 
where and * Q ^ 0, fj/?} a network. 

Proof: Let n(x,y) (J^21)) where 

Ji^n^ * Q ^0 and (x,y) 6 J^n)* Let 4 *(x,y) 

_( ^ (2c,y) , (x,y)^Q . Then J^n(x,y) is integrable 
* 0 otherwise 
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031 Q with respect to /*- and its integral is given by 

a 1 Q*-Q 

Q* being the set of intervals J^11) having points in 

common with Q . 

But &n{xj,7) -♦ uniformly in Q by 

hypothesis and therefore 

13m ( ^n(x,-y)4** = / =■ 13231 X<i(Ji^n5) A(yf^) 
W-*-«A h a n-^oo*- 

Since is bcuni&J and 

{Saks. Th-ii.i p.zfe). 

IF.15 Lemma (il); Let e0 denote the complement in 

1Q of the set of points at which 

(!) fcHjU)!8 l-fHgd)]2}'^ 
%(!) -t-Hgd) 

has a network limit. Then E^(e0) = Hg(e0) 0. 

Proof ; In speaking of network limit with respect 

to a regular sequence of nets, we see that (x,y) may belong 

to the closure of as many as four meshes for some n. 

This will then remain true for any greater n. Therefore 

for four suitably chosen networks, (x^y) will belong in 

each case to an unique mesh and it will be sufficient to 

consider only the unilateral network limit for one of these 

cases, low 
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11m 
BjU^ ) +He(^n)) !%()+H2(j(n^ ) I 

h 
=lim = J[<3.J 
tv><* 4 

where this limit exists, taking >M.(E) =* 2^(21}-j-Bg^E) 

to he the measure used in defining dj^(x,y) and 

42)fey) (see IV.1B). But H^(E) and Hg(E) are additive 

and thfifiT derivatives exist everywhere in IQ except in a 

set eQ of ju. measure zero. (Sato page 155 Thin. 15*7)* 
Thus the expression (1) has a network limit in IQ except 

for (x,y) in e0. 

¥e define 

„ f ilT* 
Jf(x*y)= I El(j

n) + H2(j
a) 111-Io ~ ®° 

( 0 in eQ 

rfi) */lft(l)I*+ fe«.( 1)1*1^ (See III.1) 

HT.16 Lemma (ill): V(x,y) is the network limit of 

in Ic - eQ* where A(®&) = °* 

Proof; By Lemma II, we need only show that 

®l(l) nnd 1^(1) have the same upper and lower unilateral 

network derivatives with respect to jx and the network ^ 
The proof is entirely similar to that of II.20, with 

measure replacing Lebesgue measure, and will not he 

repeated here. 
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IV. 17 Lemma (iv): G{l) |XI\^ 

has the network derivative 

I - e», where Je*| r 0. 

Proof: The existence of a derivative in the 

ordinary sense implies the existence of a network deriva¬ 

tive for the network ^ , But by 11.20 and 111.4, 

Gi(l) and G2(I) have almost everywhere the same ordinary 

derivatives as %{!) and %(!)* i.e. (p^j and |Fxj . 

Therefore since H(I) has the ordinary derivative 

almost everywhere, so also has G( l) 

and it follows that It has the same expressions for a 

network derivative almost everywhere. 

IV. 18 Theorem: If F(x»y) is B?T on I0, the Lebesgue 

area of the surface B = F(x, y) (x,y) € IQ is given by 

A(F5I0) = ISlFx2i'py2+ A** tody + I T4^o»■ 
x« Xo 

whejar = H^(l) 

Proof: We have shown in III.9 that H(lQ) * A(l0). 

Therefore for the network ^ , we have 

A(I ) . 11m 2. O(J)* ^8(1) • 

Je,)» io 

We divide the meshes of J„ into three classes 

cj^.c <2ton(
3), so that G(Sn) *T O(J) +J <KJ) +2 

° JtC« Uc<f 
Since G1(l)* G2(I) and G(l) are integrable and %(l)^ 

B^(l) and H (l) are additive we have 
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A(l ) » H(I0) = lira Zo(J)+lta 5G(J)+ lim 2. G(j) 
° jfeCu> "-*«> jfcC«J n-^o 

It will thus be sufficient to show that there 

exist classes cn^
1^ en^

2^ on^ such that each of the 

last three absolute values are less than £ s arb. small. 

By Lemma (iv)5 £Fx
2+ Fy2+ l]^ is the network limit 

of G(l)/jj|almost everywhere and as in the proof of 

Lemma (ii) the existence of this network limit is equivalent 

to the existence of four equal unilateral network limits 

and these in turn to the convergence of a sequence of 

functions i£ we consider G(l)/|j{ a point function 

constant on the interval I. By Egor off *s Theorem we may 

find an open set E of arbitrarily small measure such that 

lim - F F 2+ F_^+ 1\ uniformly 
Ul * . y .in IQ - E. 

(1) A 
We choose the class c^ to be these J & )}v\ 

such that F - E 4 0. For these3, then^ 3 * {l0~E) ^ 0 

and we may apply Lemma (i) to G( l)^jj taking >c (E) = ( E [ 

and obtain 

l\ f+ Av" 
L»-e 

dxdy * lim ^ &(J). 
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The first expression in (1) will then he a\fbitnr\^ 
it 2 2 -7 VV, 

small if J J £ + F^. + 1] dxdy is small enough and 

this will certainly he true if we take 

(2) filial +• l] dxdy «<£ e . 

a 
In (2) the integral is ^ 1 and therefor© |1| 

may he assumed positive and less than € , Then there 

exists in the open set E a closure of a finite number 

of meshes of n, say R, such that € - |l l>/t(l-R) +S t 

"S > 0 since /A. (E) is continuous. Vo can further find 

a closed set 61 in the interior* of R such that ,&c(R~Q) . 

Therefore >t(E-R} +JA(R-Q)<6 - E +$-$ 

or ^(E-Q) +lEl <6 

Now since G(l) is the integral of its derivative 

in IQ - E, the singular set functions(e) and H§(e) 

have mines different from sero at most in E. Therefore 

{3) M*Q - Q) -/<o(E “ Q)^/t(B - Q,)<Z6- 

from the inequality above. 

By Lemma (iii) above and another application of 

Igoroff1 s Theorem, the closed set Q, can be chosen so that 

in Q, r(l)/A{l) Rg,s the uniform network limit JT(x,y). 

Hence by choosing the class cn^2) to be theseJ of1 ^rn 

which are in R and are such that J * Q ^ 0, another appli¬ 

cation of Lemma (i) shows that 

lira 21 Y" (d“) - lim S P(J) 
Jeft 
J.Q 
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How the quantity in the second absolute value 

sign in (1) becomes fyJ/4-- f*4#-* and the following 
Q. Jo 

inequalities hold* 

fa/4. - [ X&Ma 6. [ XJjm- jrd/io £/4(<3) ~X/o(f0 
Q la Q Q 

%(^) +^(Q) - l B£(Q) +H^(Q)l=ii5lF^lFj} 

— Xf i l^xl +l^yl} dxdy <£ , by (2) above, I?.3a 
e 

and. the fact that if (x,y) ^ 1 by definition* On the 

other hand 

J|V - jr*. & 1/4*." £4«» = - I*//1- 
i ^ - e 157 (3) a1>ove- 

Then the second expression in (1) is less than in 

absolute value* 

How J/t 

O{J) - r(j) = / [G1(j)]2+rGs(j)]
2-tUi2/ -^£GI<J)1S 

and G^J) ^ E^J) , G2(J) ^ %(J). Therefore the 

third absolute value in {1} satisfies the following 

inequality, with cn(3) the class of meshes of which 

remainj i.e. those whose closures are contained in E - Q,s 



Tims we have at fea3t 

n» jJErou) - rw] * 2~ou)| < e 
Jecf J6CH} 

and this proves the theorem. 

iy.3.9 Theorem: If F(x*y) is BYT in I0, then 

(1) S*(I0)^ A(I0) + Vis - 1)A°(X0) 

A(I0) - (Vi* ~ I)J1IP./-+ F 2+il 
-X* "* 

Proof: By its definition Y(xsj) is greater than 

or equal to ~ except in a set of /*• measure aero and 
/ST , . 

since hy definition, //a(B) & 0* this set must be also of 

J40 measure zero. By IY.18, If*11. 

S®{l0)
sSStl1^{l0)» i|UH(l0)+ ^ A(lQ) - f2\P~l2\X &Mo 

lo X, 

A(I0) - (/2 - 1) (J[PX
2+ Fy

2+ i^dxdy 
Jo 

= A(I0)+ (/£ - 1) A°(X0). 

Hote: At least, when I0 is a square and F(x,y) is of the 

form -f (x+y) we have equality in (1) for in this case 

^iCFiX^Jg) = Wg(P3y>^) and JT (^»y) * 

I\r«20 Theorem (L. C. Young); A necessary and sufficient 

condition in order that 

s*(l0) B*(Io) A(X0) 

for a surface i = F(x,y) of finite area is that there 
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exist a decomposition of IQ into two Borel sets E^ and 

Eg such that in E^ the function F is absolutely continuous 

in x for almost all constant values of y and In Eg 

absolutely continuous in y for almost all constant values 

of x, 

Definition: Functions EVT which satisfy the 

necessary and sufficient condition of this theorem will 

be called functions A.C.Y {absolutely continuous in the 

sense of L.C. Young). 

Proof : By Theorem III.5 and section IV.3, the 

condition of the theorem is equivalent to absolute con¬ 

tinuity of in 1-^ and in E2* i.e. = 

H^(E2) " 0. We need only require that the sets and 

Eg be non-overlapping. 

Ve have by XV. 2, IV. 18, IV.11^ 

A(l0)i 3*d0) ^ s*(i0) = /o0(I0)t Jfl Px
2+ iV'axdy 

^0(i0}+ A(I0) - J *Vo. 

Thus we need to show that 1 except in a 

set of measure zero under the conditions of the 

theorem, and that tills is equivalent to the condition 

stated above. ^ 

By 17.15 Kdn^fed)^] * to. a 9 Mi) 
limit except in a set of A*- -measure and therefore 

/4a measure zero. Let E be the set where the network 
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limit of is zero and E’1 the set where the network 
(I) 

limit of is zero. In E’. 
AK(l) 

lira = o, lira ( 1 - Hl(jn)\-i = lira ? 

f]~?c6 J*> (da) il-^ ' (j11) ' ^{Jn) 

so that in E*, Bg has a network derivative 1 with respect 

to JJL . Similarly in E”, Ej has a network derivative 1 

with respect to A* Thus JT- 1 in E-j. -f* Eg. How if 

it can he shown that ^(IQ-E1 -En} - 0, we shall have 

<jr- 1 except in a set of measure zero. 

We suppose first that /^{IQ-E’-E") -= 0 and show 

that the two sets E-j_ and Eg exist with the required proper 

ties. But we have always % 2: , Hg S: Hg° and since the 

network derivatives of and Hg exist everywhere in E‘ 

and E", we must have H1(E
/) - H£(E;) = 0 and B^E") = 

Hg(E") - 0 since in this case Ej and Hg are the integrals 

of their network derivatives with respect to /A~ . There¬ 

fore we may choose ET * E" \ (lQ - E* - E") and 

E2 =1* + (I - E» - E,f) and /no(l0 - E» - E
n) being zero 

we have by the above H^(E1 ) - 0 and H^(Eg) -=. 0. 

How suppose conversely that I - 4-Eg with 

B^(Eg) =r HgCE-j.) = 0. If we denote by e*1 the common part 

of E-j_ with the set of singularities of and by e* the 

common part of Eg with the set of singularities of ju. 9 

we must have by definition H^(e') = Bg(en) = 0. Thus 
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with the exception of subsets of e*, e” of /A, -measure 

zero (due to the fact that H^e") and HgCe*) way not be 

zero), the network derivatives of and Hg vanish in 

e* and e", respectively, Finally we liave then 

/fe('I0- 
E*“ E") tf/«o(l0- e*“ e") +/c(e

,-E,) -yx_(e"~ E") = 0 

Since the first term is zero by the definition of e* and 

e" and the last two by the remark above on the derivatives 

of Ii^ and Eg q.e.d. 
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